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PREFACE 
Tamac Pottery manufactures a line of dinnerware and accompanying 
pottery o The volume of sales and the area of distribution have greatly 
increased during the six years it has been in e:x:tstenceo This is due 
to it 0s unusual shape and harmonizing colorso These factors~ together 
with a concerted sales effort, have begun to change the type of' sales 
outlet from retail and gift ehain stores to large department stores o 
Orders are now contracted in truck load quantities rather than small lotso 
The expanding market has led the management of Tamac to seek advice pri-
marily concerning ways to. increase productiono Reducing the effort. of 
manufacturing and also minimizing unit cost is a natural companion to any 
such studyo This report is the result of a series of' observations of the 
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plant from November, 1951 to April, 19520 
TJ1:e _plant was studied for it I s over=all method of . ~~ac~t:Ll"e and 
each department observed for ways to increase production and reduce unit 
----- -- ---- .. - .. ----· 
cost o Frequent trips were made to the plant in order to become thoroughly 
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familiar with the technical aspects of the process and to observe all 
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phases of the plant activity~ Initial trips were confined to familiaI'I>-
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ization of routines and getting acquainted w.i.th both the management and 
the empi~ye~~~-·4~ter trips ~;~ ·C£p_9~~;.4·:w¥tii 'ob~e;.ation o~ ,~~~--·~~ 
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operations and discussion of various improvement schemes w.i.th t~~. 1!~!!~~eic,, 
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ment o In many eases the ideas for improvement were also discussed w.i. th 
the employees concerned to sound out their viewpoint and degree of aeeept-
iv 
ance., 
The recommendations cited herein are based upon the present and 
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eluding changes which might be desirable but prove to be too costly., In. 
some · c~~e~ --t~~ ·. ch~~e~ . ;;~;~ended ~;;: ·;;~rl;t0~;ted -~; . :;~~:;,: 0a~praisaJ.s o 
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These recommendations are concerned '4th tl:le existing plant although 
'r: 
expansion of the organization would probably necessitate segregating 
various operations in other buildings. This consideration would require 
a further analysis(' 
The techniques used in- studying the brt!>ad. . aspects of the plantv s 
activity include plant layout, routing, and sto~age. Material handling 
techniques as well as process analysis were also used to help evaluate the 
manufacturing method. Organization analysis was applied to the functions 
of the managemento 
Motion pictures were taken of the various operationso A study of 
these pictures as well as direct observation was used to apply the principles 
of motion and time studyo Time studies were not used extensively since it 
is felt that the plant has not reach(!ld a stable level of operationo If.the 
recommendations suggested by this study are incorporated and the plant . 
reaches a stable level of operation9 then tj,me studies can be used more 
effectively to increase production and reduce unit cost by making the 
various operations easier and quicker to perform. 
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GHAPTER I 
. INTBODUCT10N 
The buildiiag which houses T-.c Pottery is of the quonset type, 
with a wid.th of 40 feet and a length of 120 feet. A~roximately 85% 
. . : 
of the total neor space is used for the manu.faqy~e of the pottery · 
while the remaining 15% is used for offices, lavatories, and storageb 
,A.brief description of the method used at Ta.mac is given here as a 
basis for understanding the recommendations found later in this reportb 
Four different kinds of elay material' are shipped to the plantb 
The bulk of this material is kept in a warehouse while a small. portion 
i .s kept in temporary storage at the rear of the plant• 
The first operation is that of mixing these clays with water and a 
small amount of deflecculent chemical. After the initial mixing, this 
slip is screened and stored in an elevated tanko From here it flows 
through pipe and hose to fill . the various molds in the ea~ting department~ 
These molds are made from f laster of Paris and have the peculiar 
property of absorbing water from the slip wherever it eomes in contact 
with ito As the water is removed along the mold su.rfaee1 this boundry 
laye:r becomes more compact and forms the eutlin~ of the J!)iece o Af'ter 
about 20 to .30 minutes, when this layer is 1/4 to 1/2 inches thick~ tlae 
extra slip is poured from them.old and this shell of clay is allowed t0 
In three to four hours the shell has been dried by evaporation and 
the ab>sorbing of moisture by the mold, to the condition were it ean b~ 
removed and placed en the shelf of a ware truck o Here it will d:cy" 
. . - ~ 
turther and after 20 te 64 h0urs (depending on weather conditions and 
the size of the piece), the ware may be handledo 
The next operation is that of trimming o Rough edges are .sanded off 
and all surfaces are smoothed by rubbing with a moist spongeo When this 
is finished,9 the ware is fired for the first time.. This is called bisque 
firing and it partially vitrifies the warep giving it a permanent shapeo 
The ware is now 16% smaller than it 9 s original size 0 The temperature 
reached in the kiln is about 2100 degrees Farenheito 
Aft.er firing9 the ware is decorated by spraying the glaze onll dipping 
it,9 or filling the ware with glaze and then emptying it., In most cases 
two different eolors are appliedo 
The next step is the glaze firing which melts the glaze and bonds it 
to the ware"' This £;iring is done at a lGwer temperature than the bisque 
f i ring~ After removal f rom the kiln,11 the ware 1s te.ken t e a t able where 
the sharp points found. on aome ot the ware are ground effo Theee poi nts 
are left as the ceramic pieces used t9 support the ware d'-lring the glaze 
firing are broken off (the glaze :melts and welds these pi eoes tamt)o 
Some items rest on glaze-free rims and do not need th:1s eperation pel'-
formedo At this point the ware is sorted as to quality and is shipped or 
stored for future · dispesitiono. 
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3. Barbecue Cup 
14-oz. I.SO ea. 
4. Barbecue Saucer 
.55 ea. 
15. Tumbler 
20-oz. 1.00 ea. 
2. Barbecue Plate 
I Slh" 2.00 ea. 
13. Pitche r 
4-qt. 4.00 ea. 
HANDMADE BY SOUTHWESTERN 
CRAFTSMEN IN AVOCADO - A 
BLEND OF GREEN & CHARTREU SE 
21. Single 
Candleholder 
2.25 pr. 
22. Double 
Candleholder 
14. Asht ray 
1.00 ea . 
7. Salt Shaker 
8. Pe pper Shaker 
1.00 pr. 
5. Sugar Bowl 
w/lid 1.75 
6. Creamer 
8-oz. 1.25 
19. C up 
OG 
8-oz. .60 ea. 
20. Saucer 
.40 ea. 
9. Fruit Bowl 
12-oz. .65 ea. 
12. Soup Bowl 
16-oz. .80 ea. 
18. Butter Plate 
.55 ea. 
17. Dinner Plate 
10" 1.25 ea. 
16. Vegetable Bowl 
I-qt. 1.75 
(not shown) 3.75 pr. 
10. Vegetable Bowl 
2-qt. 2.75 
11. Salad 
3-qt. 
FIG . 1 
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Box 108 Perry, Oklahoma 
... presents a unique dinnerware designed to 
please YOU. We do not let our own convenience 
rule our choice of designs. Instead, we form every 
piece to fit your hand, nestle for easy storage, 
and to hold plenty of food or drink. Ta ma c is 
made to use. We also deviate from convential 
outlines. Our modern free-form shapes subtly 
change when viewed from different angles. You 
will never tire of them nor our refreshing 
"Avocado" greens. Here's to many moments of 
dining pleasure! 
Perry, Oklahoma 
CHAPTER II 
ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENl' 
1 0 It is recommended that a If production supervisor " be utilized at 
least part-tim.e9 the position to function in accordance with the 
existing formaJ. organization of the plant (see Figure 2)o 
2 o It is recommended that a suggestion system be incorporated in the 
plant aetiv:i.ty to stimulate the flow of ideas toward ma.nagemento 
3o It is reconnnended that regular meetings with the various department 
heads be inaugurated to facilitate the communication of policies 
and new ideas~ 
5 
ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 
~
8Production Sypervisor!!_ 
It has been noticed that the fonnal organization$ as depicted by 
the line chart of Figure 21 includes the function of a production superi,,,. 
viaoro At the present there is no one operating speeifically in this 
capacity and there seems to be a definite need for this function., With 
someone 0perati:ng either part-time or .:f'ull .... tillle as a production super,., 
visor~. a buffer zone would be created. between the activity of the work 
plant and the managero This would reduce the number of less important 
decisions. that the manager must make since these details would be handled 
by the supe~sor., Also$ this allocation of responsibility will enable 
the manager to devote more time to administrative duties and less time to 
strictly technical duties., The administrative duties as stated here refer 
to the broad decisional functions which are a necessary part of formulat-
O ·· th O J. • al b • t O 1 111g . , e orga1UzE1:1:,ion o Jee 1 ve o · 
One of the major aspects of the administrative duties of the JnEµaager 
is hi.s dual role as C@JnPtroller as well as manager o This stat up requires 
the careful deeisions of money eJq:>enditures and their relative value to 
the plant"' By relieving himself of some of his present l'E!sponsibilities 
he will be able to devote mere time to the consideration of money matters 
as they effect the efficiency of the planto 
Su.gg§stion- System, 
'!'he St'lggestion ~stem recommended stems from talks with the eniployeeJ 
1 Herbert ~imons, Administrative Behaviors, Po .. 245., 
- "" /PROD. \ 
I p ' T j 
\ SU ·; 
' 
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BOARD 
OF 
D I RECTORS 
ORGANIZATION CHART OF TAMAC POTTERY 
FIG . 2 
wherein it was learned that a few had ideas of their o'W'l'l. concerning the 
improvement of work in the planto Without such a system the employees 
7 
have no formal outlet for these ideaso Furthermore~ they feel that manage= 
ment does not invite the e:xpression of ideas and would not give t hem fair 
eonsideration0 
A system should be worked out whereby the employees would be fairly 
compensated for any suggestions offered and which were subsequently put 
into praetiee °' 
Regular Meetings 
AD.other possibility is to arrange for weekly meetings with the de= 
partment heads to discuss the suggested improvements in the work plant,. 
:1his discussion peri@d will allow these leaders to bring forth the ideas 
of the group and will certainly facilitate better 4!lO:r,mnPllication. ge;i:ng up· the 
line°" The department heads will then have a reason to encourage ideas 
from their grollpso This activity all leads to a better flow of eommunica ... 
tion both up and <iown the line of authorityo2 
These regularly seheduled meetings will also allow management to 
il\ltegrate the work o.f the various departments~ . Included here would be 
the e:x:planation ot any company policies or general policies as regards 
the functioning. of the plant o The basic concept here is the much to be 
desired attitude of' rega.rdin.g the various departments as groups o.f people z> 
rather than as a funetional aeti vi ty) 
2 Delbert e., Miller and William H<> Form,, Industrial Seeiologv, 
Po 4$.5si - - . . .. 
.3 Ibijil Po 1830 
8 
These ineet,i:pgs, ·¢~ also be used t,e, -e~t production goals for the da.vs 
to follow or for an entire week.o J>red~ion_ pro blem.s can alsp be d.is-
eussedo Since all departments are repres~d at these meetings~ solu-
tions can be arrived at whieh are nwre apt to satisfy all personnel and 
which will be more e.ffectiveo 
0 
CH.APTER III 
GENERAL LAYOUT AND METHODS PROCEDURE 
l" It is recommended that the Trimming Department and the packing area 
be interchanged". 
2o It is suggested that a eontrol-drying oven be installed between the 
Casting Departmetit and Trimming Department:; and that freshly loade~:SW!J.:t'e 
trucks be placed in this oven prior to trimmingo 
3 \l It is sugge~ted that a 10 minute rest period for the entire plant be 
put inte eff'ect, @tarting at 10315 &omo and lasting 'Until 10,.~, aomo 
The present .etternoon rest period is satisfacto:t70 
4'1/ It it!I rn:tg~ed that the woden shelves of the ware trucks be re,. 
placed with 3/S inch thick shelveso These shelves should be turned 
over when warpage beeo•,· exeessi ve o 
5 Q It is suggested that larger castors (4 inch diit .. ) be placed on the 
slip drainage carto 
6,. It is suggested that larger castors (.3 inch diao) be placed on the 
ware trucks~. Two on one end should be stattonary and the remaining 
two show.d be of the swivel type<> 
7 Q It is suggested that a small two-wheeled hand truck be provided for· 
general transportation of materialo· 
8 <> It is recommended that more light be supplied to werking areas with 
p~;-t;icular emph~is given to the present packing area!l The werking 
surfaces n0w have abeut 10 foot-candles of illuminatien and it should 
be increased to between 15 and 20 foot-candles* 
10 
9 .. It is recommended that a water heater be installed in the hot water 
system to supply warm water for employees to clean equipment o 
10.. It is reeommend.ed that the advertising signs on routes , 64 and 77 be 
repainted and a phrase added saying that the store is open on Sunciqs o 
llo It is recommended that the storage closet be removed and this area 
be used for the temporary storage of erders awaiting shipment .. 
12., It is re~ommended that a general clean-up policy be put into effect., 
11 
GENERAL LAYOUT AND METHODS PROCEDURE 
Change Department~ 
Inter,,.,changing the location of the Trimming Department and the pack;,.. 
ing area will greatly simplify the transporting of the pottery by means of 
the ware trucks.. T0tal moving distance of the material in t _he proposed 
method has been reduced from .360 feet to 242 feet., a savings of .32.,.8%0 The 
routes of th(a ware trucks are more direct and present a smoother flow of 
the potteryo 
Am important factor that was considered is that most shipments leave 
by the front of the plant even though double sliding doors are available 
at. the rear for truck loading" ,The reason for this is that the road pasS= 
ing by the rear of the plant is virtually impassable for heavy trucks d'l'.J.l'b> 
ing the winter and spring monthse Attention was directed toward repaving 
the road but it would be of little benefit to any future buildings erected 
on eompany property.. Coupled with this fact is the consideration that 
future eperations may discourage '\i\e display reom (retail store) even 
. ' 
existingo- The expanding market:· CJalls for large wholesale shipments and 
it is felt that the energies now directed toward the display room ean be 
better employed in running the plant" If the display room is abandoned 
in the future, it can be used as a storage and shipping areasin~e orders _ 
will be of the truck load size,, 
~other consideration to be made in i nteri,.,cha.ngin~ these areas is 
that the dust put into the air by both the mixing of the ela.ys and the 
Trimming De:p,rtJD.ent will be largely confined to the rear of the plant"' 
Here it ean b$ drawn off more quickly by the large ventilating fans 
located in the ends of the building.. By the sa.mt token, the floor can be . 
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REAR 40' 
CLAY MIXING AREA 
MOLDING AREA 
I~ 
FLOOR PLAN 
SCALE : 111= 10 1 
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WWR 
MWR DISPLAY 
ROOM 
STORAGE 
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kept clean since loose clay from both operations will not be tracked from 
one end of the plant to the othero Communication will also be facilitated 
between the accountant Rs office and the packing areao Frequently, orders 
must be checked and verified, together with promised dates of shipment, etco 
With the departments placed according to the new arrangement, much less 
time and effort will be .consumed with these details even though they are 
·mc,re ,, h~ro'us -~ 
Drying Oven 
A control-drying oven that is capable of holding four ware trucks 
will reduce the drying time ne.cessary for freshly cast potteryo Since this 
drying procedure is almost entirely dependent upon weather conditions, a 
great deal of uncertainty exists as to the length of this periodo The dry~ 
ing oven (see Figure 7) would utilize part of the heat that is lost by the 
fume stacks of the bisque firing kilns o By regulating the _dampers of the 
intake system9 air can be drawn in which is entirely heated by the stacks 
or not at allo In this manner9 a large range of drying conditions can be 
achieved in the oven which will compensate for adverse weather conditions 
during the winter and spring months o It is estimated that the savings in 
drying time with the oven may be as high as 50%0 
The oven is designed to hold four trucks under the premise that 
eventually the Trimming Department will draw out two trucks in the morning 
and two in the afternoono These vacancies would be filled by the morning 
and a~ernoon casts of wareo 
Rest Period 
Rest periods are a necessity during continuous arm movements such as 
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found in the Trimming Department o Employees will rest during a considerable 
part of the day whether u official" rest periods are allowed by management 
or noto1 It has also been shown in tests that definite rest periods sane-
tioned by management have a far greater recuperative effect than thorewhich 
must be taken surreptitiouslye2 
Since a study of a normal output curve reveals that maximum output is 
usually reached in t-wo or t-wo and a half hours j the time to introduce a 
rest period has been suggested as l0 gl5 in the morning, and to last for 10 
minuteso The afternoon rest period which is now in effect is looked upon 
with great favor by the employeeso Aside from the fact that employees 
like the rest periodsj here are some other reasons why they are important: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
rest periods increase the amount of -work done in a dayo 
rest periods decrease the variability in the rate of 
-working and tend to encourage the operator to maintain 
a level of performance nearer his maximum outputo 
rest periods reduce physical fatigµeo 
they reduce the amount of personal time taken during 
the -working hourso3 
The close proximity of the Trimming Department to the other depart-
ments makes it necessary to give these same considerations to the entire 
planto 
Wooden Shelves 
The present shelves used on the ware trucks are too thin to properly 
1 Ralph M~ Banies9 Motion ~ Time Study.,, Po 186a 
2 Ibidi, 187 .. Po 
3 Ibid,9 p .. 1860 
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support the weight of freshly cast ware.. These deformed shelves may partly 
be the cause of misshaped ware since the weight of the piece is concentrated 
toward one side .. For this reason it is suggested that thicker shelves 
replace the present oneso Should J/8 inch thick shelves warp slightly9 they 
would be turned over to neutralize this effect., 
Castors Qll Drainage~ 
When loadedj the slip drainage cart is exceedingly difficult to pl."0-
pel and to manage,, Larger castors (two stationary,, two swivel) would re-
solve this problem and decrease the time necessary to drain the molds .. 
They should be at least 4 inches in diametero 
Castors Qll Ware Trucks 
For the same reasons cited above 9 the present castors should be re-
placed on the ware truckso Involved in th~s consideration is the fa.at 
that t-wo persons are required to successfully manage a loaded truck at 
presento This is a needless consumption of skilled labor coupled with the 
ever present danger of having a truck load of ware destroyed by tipping 
overo 
Hand· Truck 
It is often desired around the plant to transport heavy objects for 
short distances or bulky objects for long distances: a small two-wheeled 
hand truck turns out to be a real labor saving device o This is especially 
important since wmen employees greatly outnumber the men in the plant o 
It may be that a man is not alwa,vs free to do heavy lifting chores for a 
-womano In this respect 9 even a wheelbarrow is hazardous since the object 
must still be li~ed into the barrowo A tWO=wheeled truck obviates this 
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risk and effort since objects can be loaded by simply tilting it forwardo 
At the present time the packing area is critically in need of ade-
quate lightingo The light source is a (bare) high wattage bulb which 
throws shadows and produces glareo This is particularly undesirable since 
inspection of the ware is done in this areae When the intensity of illum-
ination is low9 oore time is required to perceive a defect o Together with 
this undesirable element is the fact that eye strain also has a definite 
effect upon the physical comfort 9 mental attitude9 output~ and fatigue of 
the workero4 
Proper illumination calls for the elimination of glare9 proper in-
tensity of light9 and it must come from the proper direction., It is re-
commended that t-wo flourescent fixtures each containing two 40 watt tubes 
be placed in this area., They should be placed eight feet above the work= 
ing surface., 
Other areas of the plant 9 while adequately illuminated during hours 
of sunlight 9 tend to be poorly lighted during other hours of work ., It is 
suggested that the present l i ghting system be used to a greater extent 
during non=sunlight hours of work., 
All equipment in the decorating department is cleaned daily using 
water supplied to the wash tub for this purpose o This source is also used 
by members of the Trimming Department for water needed in sponging the 
4 . 8 Ibid9 Po 1 7 o 
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ware o The water is not heated and the coldness is a great inconvenience 
to the women employeeso This is especially true during the winter months., 
The suggestion to install a water heater for the pu~ose of heating this 
water has been made in the interest of the employeeso Rectifying this 
condition will tend to increase the happiness of the employee~ by making 
the working conditions more pleasanto 
Advertising Signs 
Since the retail store is open all day Sunda~r9 this fact should be 
advertised to maximize the efforts involvedo The easiest way to do this 
is to use the existing signs on highways 64 and 77a These signs should 
be repainted and at the same time a phrase can be added to advertise a 
rather unusual thing - the store is open on Sundayo The signs are effeo-
tive in drawing customers in the form of tourists and should be used to 
their fullest extent as long as the store remains in opera6iono 
Storage Closet 
The supplies that are now being kept in the storage closet can be 
kept in the men 8 s wash roomo This alludes to the suggestion to remove 
this small room and use the space for temporary storage of orders awaiting 
shipment o If truck load shipments are to be collected, more space must be 
allotted for temporary storage o Since space is at a premium, the area 
which the wash room occupies can be used more effecti vely if it also 
houses the supplies (office and lavatory suppl,ies ll soap powder51 packing 
labels, etao ) kept in the present storage closeto 
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~lm. 
It has been noticed that e~ty bo:J@.Et9 barrels1 and assorted contain-
ers seem to be taking up valuable space o They also block the natural 
passageways which must be used to route the ware truckso This condition 
is deemed a fire hazard as well as a hinderance to traffico 
Scattered about the plant there also seems to be a preponderance of 
ware which is not being processedo These items are in various stages of 
manufacture and present a problem for a:ny kind of inventory control o It 
is ther efore suggested that a general clean=up policy be encouragedo Such 
a policy9 besides making the quantity of items being processed visibly 
easier to ascertain9 will also give a more favorable impression to visitors 
going through the planto 
CHAPTER IV 
CASTING DEP ARI'MENT 
lo It is recommended that the present slip screener be replaced with a 
power screener similiar to the Combs Gyratory Riddle 9 manufactured 
by the Great Western Manufacturing Companyo 
2 o It is suggested that the loading of ware trucks be accomplished by 
rolling the truck along the casting tables and loading the pieces 
directly onto the trucko 
3o It is recommended that ware of a similiar form (flat=ware or holloW= 
ware) be loaded on the same trucks to facilitate trimming and 
decorating 9 and to reduce the added moving of ware which require 
different drying timeso 
4o It is suggested that the tub receiving the slip after the screening 
process be tilted so that one corner is the lo-west and that the drain 
of this tub be replaced in this low oornero 
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CASTING DEP ARI'MENT 
Power Screener 
Noise is an undesirable element in almost all working situations 
and is known to be detrimental to an employee 8 s efficiencyo Most people 
are quite emphatic about their disli ke of it and are fat igued by ito Pei..., 
formance does not change appreciably in a noisy environment but it has been 
1 
found that eII:Ployees r equire more energy to do the same amount of worko 
Therefore 9 it seAro.s advisable t o eliminate as much noise in the work plant 
as can be reasona.11y done o 
This is the basis for the recommended change from the present slip 
screener to one similiar to the Combs Gyratory Ridell o This change also 
has the additional advantage that it will shorten the time for this opera= 
tion o I t has been estimated that the new type screener will perform the 
wrk in about half the present time o 
The loading of the ware trucks in the casting department has been 
observed t o be a time consuming operation that requires a considerable 
number of trips by the employee o The time required for loading can be 
reduced as well as the number of steps taken if the truck is pushed along 
the casting tables and the pieces loaded on the shelves directlyo At 
present the shelves are brought to the casting tables 9 the pieces loaded 
o th shelves, which in turn are carried back to the trucko 
l Ao Chapanis 9 Wo Ro Garner9 Ce To Morganj ,&,.J2,..l~ Experimentsil, 
Psychology9 Po J;l.7 o 
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Load Q!! Separate Trucks 
Since a majority of similiar pieces are unloaded from the molds at 
one timej this new procedure also has the advantage that similiar pieces 
will be loaded on the same trucko This is also a desirable condition since 
all similiar pieces will require the same drying time and will not necessi-
tate any additional moving of individual pieceso Different size ware have 
different drying times and require additional handling as they are processed 
by the Trimming Departmento 
Tub Drain 
n has been noticed that extra time and energy is consumed in clean-
ing the tub which receives the slip a~er the screening processe This is 
caused by not having a proper drainage systemo The present system is not 
satisfactory since the bottom is flato Either sloping bottoms can be added 
to the tub or the drain can be relocated in a low cornero The latter 
suggestionis believed to be the least costly and easiest to accomplisho 
CHAPTER V 
TRIMMING DEF A.RrMENI' 
lo It is recommended that the present work tables and chairs be re-
placed or altered to reduce fatigueo 
2o It is suggested that full carts of either hollow,.,ware or flat-ware 
be moved between the work tables as illustrated in Figure 11 and 
that the employees specialize in trinnning one type of wareo 
3o It is suggested that the present sanding table be altered to the 
design shown in Figure 120 
4,, It is suggested that the Trimming Department be supplied with a 
group incentive plano 
5o It is suggested that Trimming Department employees arrange finished 
pottery into kiln loadso These loads can be moved directly into the 
kilnso 
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TRIMMING DEP ARI.'MENl' 
Tables .aDsi Chairs 
Studies as long ago as 1926 have been ma.de concerning the workers 
posture and the most desirable seating arrangement. It is generally agreed 
that a worker should be permitted to vary his position by either sitting 
or standing as he prefers o This is in effect now although one very impol'-
tant:aspect is missingo T.his aspect is' that the position of the worker, 
relative to the work, should be substantially the same whether seated or 
1 
standingo To correct this situation it has been suggested that the pre-
sent tables and chairs be replaced or altered to the design suggested in 
Figure 10. The important thing is that the hand should be allowed to 
\IOrk from 1 to 3 inches below the elbow.2 Since 40 inches is taken as the 
average elbow height (it was found to be exactly 40 inches in the Trimming 
Department), the average height of the working surface should be from 37 
to 39 inches. In connection with the table, it has been found that a dis-
tance of not more that eight inches between the elbow height and the under 
side of the table can be permitted if a restful position is to be main-
tainedo3 A greater distance than this interferes with the natural position 
of the kneeo Therefore, the table should be relatively thin (3 to 4 
inches)o 
Another important consideration is the chair provided. It should be 
1 
Ralph Mo Barnes, Motion~ I,m ~' Po 271. 
2 rug,, p O 272 0 
3 ll219,, p O 273 0 
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of the type and height to permit good posture and to keep the position of 
the worker constant in relation to the work~ whether seated or standingo 
The following are some of the features a good chair should possess: 
1 o The chair should be adjustable in height so that it mey 
be readily fitte(l to th.e pe.rticular individual 'Who is to 
use ito The chair .should be adjusted to a height that 
permits the worker to sit comfortably with both feet 
resting on the floor or the foot resto 
2o The chair should be rigidly built~ preferably of steel 
frame with wood seat and backo It is important that a 
wood seat and back be provided since wood is more com-
fortable than metal. The edges of the seat and back 
should be rounded so that no sharp edges can cause dis-, 
comfort and impede the circulationo 
Jo The chair seat should be form fittingo A saddle seat 
permits the wight of the body to be evenly distributed 
and so promotes comforto The front edges of the seat 
should be wll roundedo For normal work the front edge 
of the chair should be about 1 inch higher than the back 
edge o The seat should be of sufficient width to accommo-
date the body - 16 to 17 inches is none too wideo Hoir 
ever, the seat should not be over 13 or 14 inches in deptho 
A deep seat tends to cut off circulation of the blood 
through the underside of the thighs near the knee. 
4o A back rest should be provided to support the lowr part of 
the spine., The body should sit well back on the seat so 
that the back rest can support the small of the backo The 
lower edge of the back rest should be 6 to 7 inches above 
the seat depending upon the individualo The back rest may 
be 3 to 4 inches wide and 10 to 12 inches broado The back 
rest may be small and yet give satisfactory supporto When 
the worker bends forward while working, the back rest is of 
no use, however, the worker can use it while resting and it 
serves a ve'I;Y valuable purpose in being there for momentary 
relaxation., 4· 
A foot rest is also an important consideration whenever high chairs 
are usedo It should be attached to the floor or the bencho Though less 
desirable, it mey also be attached to the chairo The foot rest should be 
4 Ibid~ PPo 277=279 .. 
FIG . 10 "ith this arranz :::r.J.cnt bctrcen chair and table hei0ht , it is possible to maintain +,he same 
_)osition relative to the · ork "'Jlnc 1"1Et'lc-r cittin; or standinr, . [ 1eproduccd by per1ission from 
narncs , 11.al,h 11., ' 1otion anr1 Ti-1e Stuc1y, pae;c 27li- 275 , Nev· York ; John Y,iley and Sons Inc . , 19h8] 
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of ample width and depth to permit the entire bottom of both feet to rest 
on it and to allow for some movement., This usually requires a depth of 
12 inches or more., The absence of a foot rest forces the worker to hook 
the heel of his shoe over the rung of the chair9 or else let the feet 
dangle in the air9 both of which positions are uncomfortableo5 
Specialize in Trimming 
Specialization has many known advantages and it would seem proper to 
introduce some form of this into the trimming of the potteryo The special-
ization recognized here is the way in which the work is done and is rein-
forced by the fact that two of the bases of specialization ~ superior 
natural personal adaption to the task (namely9 skill) and the effect of 
repetitive experience 9 are an important part of this worko6 Therefore 9 a 
recommendation has been made to position trucks containing ware of the 
same type (flat=ware or holloWc=ware) between two workers so that each can 
operate on one side of the same trucko 
If the trucks contain the same type of ware the workers will become 
more skilled in handling one particular type., This added skill will result 
in the following benefits i 
lo Fewer pieces brokeno 
2o Less time spent in handling each pieceo 
3" A resultant increase in production" 
4o A better method from which to ob ain data for a possible 
incentive plano 
5 lbi_g9 Po 276" 
6 Chester Io Barnard9 The Functions of the E;x:ecutive, p .. 1270 
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Montony of this repetitive type of work 'Will be relieved somewhat by 
the handling of different sizes of potteryo An added method of relieving 
monotony may be to switch the workers around every week or two weeks between 
the two types of pottery handledo The same benefits will still remain in 
effect , however o 
Sanding Table 
The present sanding table requires an excessive amount of energy to 
sand ware of any type or sizeo The sanding board is located at an angle 
of 60 degrees from the horizon and is above waist heighto This region is 
outside the normal working area and the operatorus arms become exceedingly 
tired from sanding in this positiono The operation then becomes a weari-
some task and is displeasing to all those who must do ito 
A new arrangement of the sanding table is suggested which will make 
sanding any size ware a more pleasurable tasko The new table is located 
waist high at an angle of 15 degrees 9 with the back edge being lower than 
the front o A canvas curtain which covers the air>=removing fan extends to 
about two inches above the board.. Since the sides of the board are also 
coveredj all air removed by the fan must pass over the surf ace of the boardo 
This air action will keep the board relatively clean and will remove e~ 
cessive accumulations of powdered clayo 
Group Incentive~ 
It is believed that the Trimming Department is capable of higher out,., 
put than is currently being producedo Since the process is almost entirely 
a hand operation and t he shape of the ware is unusual~ a group incentive 
plan is recommended as a means of increasing productiono A good incentive 
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plan encourages, stimulates and spurs to actiono1 . Most of the holding back 
that is acknowledged to occur in industry and business is because employees 
lack sufficient incentives. Knowing that he is definitely to share in the 
savings and profits it is possible to earn, it is but a question of time 
and effort until most of the workers are able to control and regulate their 
activities and influence the actions of others to bring about results which 
it had not been anticipated would be possible.2 
Any group incentive plan should account for the quality of the pro-
duct) This is very t~e in producing dinnerware 11 since a high quality 
product has a greater sales appeal. Therefore l> it is imperative that the 
spoilage, quality, and material usage factors be considered fully when making 
the analysis leading up to the development of the bonus standards and con-
trolso4 
Before any plan can be administered, a thorough study must be made 
to standardize the operation on each different size of ware and reduce all 
elements of fatigue. The standard time for each piece of ware can then 
be determined., By comparing the standard time of all the work turned out 
each day and each pay period with the actual time taken by the workers in 
the group to turn out the work1 a report is obtained of t he work turned 
out and the time taken to accomplish it. Using such a plan, a record 
should be kept of the output of the group rather than of individuals., 5 
1 Hugo Diemer, ~Payment~ That Reduced Production Costs, Po 13. 
2 Ibid, po 140 
3 Jo Ko Louden,~ Incentives, Po 59 
4 Ibid. Po 1310 
5 Diemer, ~. cit., 9 Po 40 . 
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Properly designed reports to reflect earnings for each day and pay 
period, and the results obtained, should be provided foro Procedure should 
be instituted for posting results promptly. For example: 
1. Daily bonus reports (before noon the following day). 
2. Pay period bonul} report (second day following the last day 
of the period) o 0 
Any group incentive plan should be sanctioned by the group before it 
is installed. Group meetings should be used to explain fully the f unda-
mentals of the plan to all the workers affected by ito v.hen these meetings 
are held it will be necessary to explain how the standard was developed and 
how the bonus is computed so that each worker will understand how to com-
pute his own bonus earning. It is advisable to review fully with the 
worker any and all data used in establishing standards.7 The point should 
also be stressed that under no circumstances can an individual earn less 
than he does under the present system. 
A plan which follows the foregoing suggestions should materially 
boost the rate of production. This type of incentive plan is especially 
adaptable to small groups where a good spirit of cooperation is already in 
effect. Since the Trimming Department falls into this category, there 
should be no difficulty to utilizing such a plan to the utmost. 
Making Kiln Loads 
Af'ter completion of the trimming operation, two or more workers should 
contribute to building up a kiln loado This load should be made up using 
6 Louden, SW,o ~o, ,P• 62. 
7 Il21g, p • 60 0 
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kiln shelves and stiltsy and placed in a loading stand (for description of 
equipment 9 see Chapter VII)o The loading stand can then be moved into the 
kiln area and as the fired loads are removed, these fresh loads may be in-
serted in the kiln as a unit o This method will reduce the loading time of 
the .bisque ware approximately 50% and will help to arrange larger loads 
since it is made up outside the kilno The labor cost saved with this 
method is approximatelyi 
$ 075/hro X 050 hrSoX 255 days = $95 050 per yearo 
CHAPTER VI 
DECORATING DEP ARrMENl' 
lo It is suggested that the glaze mixing table 9 rolling mill, and washing 
tub be rearranged to the positions in Figure 14 so that fewer st9I>s 
will be needed to prepare glaze and to clean equipment o 
2o It is suggested that another glaze agitator pressure tank be supplied~ 
similiar to a Binks Agitator Pressure Tank D=5428 ll so that no time 
need be wasted in changing the color of glazeo 
3. It is suggested that the dipping table be arranged as illustrated in 
Figure l 5so that various color glazes will be readily available for 
useo 
4o It is suggested that a board for footing ware be installed as illus? 
trated in Figure 18 and 190 Experiments should be performed on both 
of these suggestions to determine which arrangement performs the 
operation most satisfactorilyo 
5o It is suggested that a ware truck containing pottery to be footed or 
dipped be placed in the position illustrated in Figure 14 when these 
operations are to be performed so that one trip will bring all the 
ware to this area of operationo 
60 It is suggested that wooden platforms be provided in front of each 
spray booth for employees to stand ono These should be at least 
24 inches wide and 24 i nches longo 
- 7 o It is recommended that Decorating Department employees arrange 
finished pottery into kiln loadso These loads ean be moved directly 
into the kilnso 
Ap,lyinr-; laze to lar[,C bov'ls . 
A0,lylnu trimriin coat o'' ,_laze . 
l"IG . 13 
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DECORATING DEP ARrMENI' 
Rearr ange Equi pment 
The general activity of the Decorating Department has been observed 
to be scattered over a relatively large areao A great many additional 
steps are required each day in the process of decorating, mixing and 
screening glaze, and washing the spray equipmento This has been the basis 
for the recommendation for rearranging the glaze mixing table, rolling 
mill, and washing tubo Having these items closer to the general work 
area will reduce the distance traveled each day and result in more effi-
cient worko 
Add Pressure Tank 
It has been observed that of the three spray booths that use agi-
tator pressure tanks, only two tanks are suppliedo Since each booth is 
used for the application of one color of glaze, each time the center 
booth is used an agitator pressure tank must be moved from one of the 
other boothso This means that the tank must be cleaned again at the end 
of it 0 s use before it is replacedo This procedure is time consuming and 
therefore costlyo The justification of an additional tank is e:xplained 
on page 46, It will be noted that even if an employee with a lower rate 
of pay is usetl to change agitator tanks, there is still a savings to be 
realized with an additional tanko The annual depreciation cost has been 
calculated using a str~ight line depreciation formula, which itself is 
conservativeo The annual savings is therefore dependent upon the de-
preciation method used and the various assumptions prevailing. It is 
necessarily then an estimate but serves to show the advantage of the 
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additional piece of equipmento 
Estimated savings with one additional glaze agitator similiar to a 
Binks Model D-5428: 
P = $180 (with s.s. liner and including freight charges) 
L: 5%P: (.05) $180 = $9.00 
n = 15 yrs. i = 6% M = $2.00 
Annual Cost:~+· r(P-L) n+l] ! + Li + M1 
n l n 2 
Where P = first cost 
L = salvage value 
n. number of years estimated life 
i = interest rate 
M: average annual maintenance cost 
Annual Cost ..2 n7J. -t- [$171 x 12.J _Jl2 +~·$ .54 + $2.00 
- 15 15 2 . 
: $11.40 + $5.37 + $.54 + $2.00 = $19.31 
Savings · in cost of ·Operation per year: 
Total cost consumed in changing paint in present agitator• 
20 min./change x 3 times/wk. x 51 wks. x $1.00/hr. : $51.00 
Total savings per year with additional agitator= 
$51.00 - 19.31 = $31.69 
Dipping Table 
For much the same reason, the dipping table was found to be short 
of equipment. In this case it has been recommended that the working 
1 H. G. Thuesen, Engineering Economy, p. 93. 
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surface be rearranged to accommodate five bowls of the present variety. 
These bowls should each contain one of the following: 
1. frosty pine green 
2o regular dark green 
3o chartreuse 
4o pink 
5o water 
Much time is lost at present when a new glaze is needed. The present 
bowl used for glaze must be emptied and cleaned before a new glaze can be 
used in ito By having a bowl for ea-0h glaze and one for water, considerable 
time and confusion can be saved when diP,ping various kinds of potteryo 
Along with this new arrangement of the work area, an addittonal 
feature ean be employedo It was found that during the winter months the 
glaze was difficult to keep at the same viscosity o This is due to a change 
in temperature and has a considerable range throughout a working day. To 
remedy this situation a worker must add epsom salt or water to change the 
viscosity of the glaze. The viscosity is important to get the correct 
application of glaze to the pottery. 
With this condition in mind, it is recommended that the lower part 
of the dipping table be enclosed and a small gas burner be placedinsideo 
By lighting the burner early in the morning of a cold day, the bowls will 
be warmedo By regulating the burner slightly throughout the day, the glaze 
can be kept at a more uniform viscosity. This will insure a more even 
distribution of the glazeo Also, using a sponge dipped in warm water will 
be a much more cheerful experience than a sponge dipped in cold water. 
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Footing~ 
The footing operation is necessary to prevent the melted glaze from 
sticking to the kiln shelveso Removing the glaze before it is fired has 
been rather time consuming since it was done with a small spongeo The 
sponge was moistened with 'W'B.ter and with the ware. held in the left hand, 
it 'W'B.S used to rub the glaze from the foot (the glaze is water soluble). 
The method suggested employs a new piece of equipment called a 
footing boardo This can be of either form shown in Figures 18 and 19, 
depending upon which one operates the besto Figure 14 shows a wooden 
board which has a few layers of soft clotho These are held down by end 
clamps which permit the top layer to be Temoved and cleanedo The process 
calls for the ware to be pushed and pulled across the cloth layers. By 
first wetting these layers of cloth with water and then pressing down on 
the ware as the foot is drawn across the cloth, the ware will sink into 
the layers of cloth enough to have the glaze taken off the foot completely. 
Figure 19 shows a shallow dish with a rubber mat laid on the bottomo 
The mat is made of sponge rubber, of the type manufactured by "Rubbermaid"o 
It is 5/8 inches thick, 6 inches wide and 12 inches long. By having a 
1/4 inch layer of water in the bottom of the dish the entire mat will re-
main moist. The same action should be used with this arrangement as 
.described before. Since the mat is relatively soft and will be constantly 
moist, ware drawn across the mat will have the glaze removed from the foot. 
This latter arrangement has the advantage of a constantly moist surfaeeo 
Both arrangements will require periodic cleaning. 
The activity data sheet of both the present and the proposed method 
(figure 16 and 17) was made from a film taken of the old and new methodo 
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ACT VlTi ~AiA SHEET •. 
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In each of these operations.9 only one piece was footed at a timeo It is 
proposed that when the operator becomes familiar enough with the new 
method and can foot the ware without having to retouch it with a sponge 9 
that both the left and right hand be used to foot two pieces at the same 
timeo 
These pieces should then be placed on a cloth mat in front of the 
operator, inverted, so that they may be stamped on the undersideo 
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The time for just the footing operation, using the new method9 ,hB.S " 
been reduced from 0602 mino/piece to 0364 mino/piece j a saving of 25o3%o 
This same advantage of time can be applied proportionately to other pieces 
of ware which are footedo 
Ware Truck Position 
It has been observed that much of the time devoted to footing and 
dipping is concerned with walking to a ware truck to get or replace pottery. 
These pieces are usually handled in lots of from six to nine pieces, and 
many trips are required in a normal day8 s wrko This unnecessary e:xpendi= 
ture of energy can be saved by moving a truck~ which contains pottery to 
be footed or dipped.9 to a position close to where the work will be perform-
edo For footingv the truck should be to the left of the operator and for 
dipping, it should be to the right of the operator (see Figure 14)o The 
operator can then take the ware directly from the truck, place it on an 
empty shelf as the operation is completed, and replace the entire shelf 
back on the truck o This procedure will reduce the time and energy needed 
to perform these taskso 
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Wooden Platforms 
A cement floor can often be the cause of tired feet a~er standing 
all day o This type of floor can also be very cold during the winter months o 
The operators at the spray booths were noticed to be standing on sheets of 
paper in order to remedy these effectso It is therefore suggested that 
wooden platforms be provided for thosa booths that do not now have them., 
For a person to stand comfortably on them, they should be at least two 
feet square .. 
Making Kiln Loads 
Each operator~ a~er completing the . decorating of the pottery, should 
make up a kiln load in a loading stand., This basic procedure has been 
explained in Chapt er 5 .. The glaze load requires more elaborate care in 
setting up since the pieces should not touch each other .. Pieces which are 
not footed must be placed on setting buttons~ saddles 1 or tripods so they 
will not stick to the shelves when the glaze melts., Since the procedure 
is a tedious one: it can be performed faster and with more accuracy out-
side the kilno 
In order that each kiln will require approximately the same amount 
of heat and attention during the firing periodj the loads should be fairly 
balancedo That is ll if a load contained a great many small pieces it would 
actually have a larger volume of pottery and kiln furniture than a load 
containing fewer pieces of a larger size. This load would require more 
heat to fire properly and would shut down later than the other kilnso It 
is desirous to have each kiln operate about the same so that no one kiln 
will require special attention .. 
Since each of the two spray booth operators handle basicly di.f.f.'erent 
sizes (one handles large pieces while the other handles small ones)~ they 
should each contribute ,to a single loado After partially setting 1:1p a 
load, these loads should be exchangedo The footing and dipping operator, 
after finishing a quantity of ware, should contribute to the load wh;tch 
needs to be balanced the most o She should also be responsible for supply= 
ing the other operators with the kiln furniture used to make a kiln loado 
CHAPTER VII 
FIRING AND PACKING DEP ARI'MENl' 
lo It is recommended that two glaze loads be fired in each kiln per dayo 
Both the trimming and the decorating departments should arrange loads 
which ean be moved directly into the kilnso 
2o It is recommended that starter sets and quantity orders of the same 
item be packed in boxes provided with compartmental spaceso These 
boxes and spacers should be specially designed for the producto 
3o It is suggested that the packing area be arranged as illustrated i n 
Figure 210 
4o It is suggested that the additional kiln (which is ordered) be placed 
as illustrated in Figure 140 
5o It is suggested that a paper rack be provided on the le~ end of the 
main packing table as illustrated in Figure 22 0 
60 It is suggested that the two persons pack orders simultaneously, one 
wrapping the pottery and the other pack the pottery into the shipping 
cartonso 
7o It is suggested that sealing the shipping cartons9 placing labels on 
the cartonsp and weighing each carton be done at successive times on 
each oartono 
80 It ~s suggested that a small parcel post scale be provided for the 
packing areao 
9o It is suggested that a pottery firing rack arrangement be used (as 
illustrated in Figure 23) to increase the quality of glaze fired wareo 
10 o It is recommended that the _tables in the· pres~nt packing area be. 
; ·.·.. \ ':. \--i ··: . . . '\ 
elevate~ ~o that the working surface is from 37 to 39 inches above 
the standingsu,ri;aeeo 
llo It is re,eeIQ?ll.ended.hthat the ~orage;-box containing·:1ct1t paper be 
elevated so that the top edge is from 37 t0 39 inches above the 
standing surface. 
120 It is recommended that a small table be provided on which a carton 
may be packed. This table should be 32 inches higho 
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FIRING AND PACKING DEP ARI'MENT 
Two Firings Each Day 
With an increase in the size of orders due to sales by truck load 
quantity, merchandise should not be produced in such small quantities that 
they must be stored until a truck load is accumulatedo Finished goods in 
storage represent an idle investmento It is therefore a much sounder 
economic policy to employ a flexible manufacturi ng schedule whereby truck 
load quantities may be produced in as short a time as possible before it 
is shippedo It is this consideration which lead to the recommendation 
that two glaze firings be done each dayo Such a method will directly in=-
crease production by 100%0 And by keeping two loads ahead of the kilns, 
one shi~ of production workers will be sufficiento 
In order to employ this new method9 the following equipment will be 
needed: 
1 Fork-li~ kiln loader (FL-,20) 0 O • • 0 $ .390 900 
15 Loading Racks (LS...20) Q•QOQooeo 
.30 1ir x 1111 x 28" Sillimsnite type j base 
setter slab$@ $6.20 eaoh o o o ••• o 
210 5/811 X 1111 X 2811 type AA setter slabs 
@ $6.50 each " o -Q o o o o • • •• , q 
Total 
575000 
1365000 
$2516000 
(All this equipment can be furnished by Ao Do Alpine, Inco , 11837 Teale 
Street 9 Culver City, California)o 
Each load9 both bisque and glaze, should be made in the confines 
of a loading racko This rack has four vertical angle-iron posts which 
position each pair of shelves directly above the base setting slabso 
Stilts are used to separate the shelves, with the ware positioned on 
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each pair of setter slabso 
After a load has been arranged, the rack may be rolled on it 1 s 
castors to the kiln areao At the time of changing kiln loads9 the kiln 
door is ope~ed and the fork-lift is used to remove the fired load~ This 
load is then transported to the area where it 'Will be processed next o 
The lift is then brought back and used to place the fresh load into the 
kiln. This system requires only five minutes per kiln for loading or un-
loading .. 1 
A long cooling period is not necessary since the ware 'Will not be 
actually touched by hand. A cooling period of three t o four hours 'Wil l -
replace the overnight cooling period of 14 hours required at present o 
Firing of the load will begin immediately since the kiln has not cooled 
off to the point previously demanded for hand unloading .. Thi s double daily 
firing of each glaze kiln will use virtually less fuel per load because 
t he kilnvs preheat has not been lost during the rapid transference of loads . 
I t will certainly fire the ware faster and make substantial savings in 
fuel possible.2 
The following is a suggested time schedule to be used 'With the new 
method of firing: 
7g00 a.m. - First load is put in the kiln and fired .. 
1:30 pomo - Fire off. 
4:30 Pomo - Kiln unloadedo 
4:35 p .. m .. - - · Second...:l-q~ placed in kiln and fired . 
11:00 p omo - Second fire off o This load cools overnight and is 
· ready for unloading at 6: 55 a.m .. the following morning .. 
1 "Streamlining Ups Output 100%", Ceramic Industry LV (September, 
1949), 46,.,47. 
2 11 Ridgewod Combines Eight Kilns, Fork Lifts For Ou'\ptit Economy" , 
Ceramic Industry, LVIII (April, 1952), 22- 2Jo 
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It will not be necessary to fire two loads of bisque per day since 
bisque flats may be loaded inside each other, in descending sizeso This 
allows many more pieces per bisque load than a glaze load, the ratio being 
about three to onee The bisque loads should be removed directly to the 
Decorating Department while glaze loads should be re~oved to the grinding 
tableo Here the load may be taken down, ground, and packed in a single 
operationo 
Compartmented Shipping Cartons 
Much time is consumed first in wrapping each piece of finished ware 
and second, in packing cut paper around each piece in the shipping cartono 
Inasmuch as truck load orders will be made up of quantities of the same 
article, or groups of standard articles, these pieces should be shipped as 
such unitso This can best be done by using cartons which are designed to 
hold a standard quantity (usually one dozen) of similiar articleso Separa= 
tion should be effected by means of specially designed spacers which will 
compartmentalize the carton and keep each piece firmly in placee With 
such an arrangement, very little time will be consumed in unloading a glaze 
load, grinding sharp edges, inspecting and packing the ware all in one 
operationo 
Packing~ Arrangement 
Since the packiug area will handle twice as much volume if two firings 
per day are started, the area must be set up to reduce the handling time 
of the wareo It is also anticipated that fewer items will be kept in stock 
since a flexible production schedule will reduce to a minimum the delays 
encountered in filling an ordero This factor has suggested the arrangement 
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shown in Figure 210 Here the finished ware flows in a straight line from 
ware truck to temporary storageo It is taken from the truck by one operator 
who grinds the sharp edges left from breaking off the setting buttonso It 
is then passed to the next operator who inspects for quality and either 
packs the piece or sets it aside for further dispositiono 
As the cartons are filled, they are sealed and carried to the floor 
by means of the inclined shuteo As one ware truck is emptied, the first 
operator should proceed to the inclined shute and taking the cartons from 
the low end, stack them in the temporary storage areao The packing table 
and inclined shute combined should be able to hold all the cartons which 
have been filled from one ware truck (4 to 7 cartons)o The empty cartons 
should be stored in a vertical position (flat) and enough should be opened 
and glued to handle the anticipated load of a ware truck before it arriveso 
Additional Kiln 
Figure 14 shows the suggested position of the new kiln which is on 
ordero This position allows for future expansion since it will require an 
extension of the existing gas lineo This extension should be run along 
the West wallo With the new kiln in this position9 it will contribute 
heat to the present packing area where there is a deficiency during the 
winter months o 
~Rack 
Even though most ware will be shipped in cartons each containing a 
dozen pieces or more 9 some orders will still have to be filled for small 
quantitieso In this casej the pieces should be individually wrapped and 
packed as they are nowo To facilitate this operation9 a paper rack is 
STRAP IRON 
NEW PACKING TABLE 
PROPOSED PAPER RACK FOR PACKING TABLE 
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suggested (shown in Figure 22). This rack allows a ready storage of news-
papero By moistening the fingers from a sponge placed in a shallow dish 
of water, individual double sheets can be drawn from the racko This arrange-
ment obviates the usual time consuming efforts to separate pages of a news,.-
paper. 
Two Persons Pack 
Teamwork can be used to good advantage in the packing area to reduce 
the time of packing small orders. Two people are necessary to act as a 
team that can increase production considerablyo One person should concern 
himself with getting the necessary items of pottery and wrapping themo For 
this purpose he should have a small cart, similiar to a grocery store 
carriage, with two or three shelves that will enable him to collect separate 
orders on each shelf from the storage areao Wheeling this cart back to the 
wrapping area he can then wrap three orders and only use a few more steps 
than would be needed for a single order o 
A~er wrapping one complete order, it should be pushed within reach 
of the second operatoro He in turn will pack these items in the shipping 
carton, using cut paper from the box in the center of the area. To facili-
tate packing a box, this operator should stand so that cut paper can be 
reached on his right and the wrapped article can be reached on his lefto 
The table used to hold the carton being packed should be movable to allow 
flexibility of the areao 
As the cartons are packed, they should be slid to the packing table 
(small table and packing table are same height) and puaherl toward the in-
clin~ shute. When the first operator finishes wrapping a number of orders, 
he should shi~ to a position farther along the table where he can proceed 
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to seal the cartonsi> place labels, and weigh the carton in one operationo 
The carton should then be placed on the inclined shute and later placed in 
the temporary storage area. 
Sealing9 Labeling~ ~ Weighing Cartons 
It has been noticed that after a carton has been packed, the next 
operations are not done at the same time. Since small orders containing 
different pieces will still be processed in the same manner, it is recom-
mended that the sealing, labeling and weighing of the carton be done at 
successive times.. This will reduce the time of handling small orderso 
Parcel Post Scale 
If the Trimming Department and packing area are inter-changed, a 
small parcel post scale should be provided for weighing cartonso 
Firing~ 
Employing one of the firing rack arrangements in Figure 23 will not 
appreciably change the capacity of a kiln load .. However~ this suggested 
method of arranging a glaze load dQes have two main advantageso 
The first consideration is that the proposed method will reduce the 
number of "seconds" (defective pieces of pottery) to a marked degreeo 
This is possible since the rack holds the pieces one above the other~ ther0co 
by preventing kiln wash from marring any more that the topmost piece of 
ware as it chips off the shelves and top of the kilno Since all items are 
manufactured as a potential 11 first 11 (high quality ware), a con:q,etent manu-
f acturing process should protect each one from losing any of it 9s inherent 
value.. Every 11 second" produced represents a loss to the manufacturero 
The suggested arrangement assures a maximum of first quality ware which 
. \ 
